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Abstract—A zero-current-transition (ZCT) cell is analyzed and
designed to be used with a three-phase pulsewidth-modulation
buck rectifier. This rectifier was space-vector controlled and used
unidirectional current switches. The proposed ZCT circuit is load
independent and achieves a high noise and voltage stress reduction
and provides ZCTs to almost all transitions of the rectifier’s
switches and to the additional auxiliary switches. Theoretical
equations have been obtained for design purposes. The circuit is
easy to design and the driving signals for the auxiliary switches
are also easy to obtain, as demonstrated in this paper.

Index Terms—Power-factor correction, space-vector modulation
(SVM), three-phase recitifier, zero-current switching (ZCS).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE use of buck-type rectifiers in three-phase applications
is necessary if we need an output voltage lower than 2.12

V of the phase voltage. If the output voltage should be
higher than 2.45 V a boost-type topology would be chosen.

Previous studies of zero-current-transition (ZCT) circuits
present applications for three-phase boost-type rectifiers [1],
but not for buck rectifiers and, in this paper, we analyze and
design a new ZCT circuit [6] suitable for buck-type rectifiers
which will highly improve its electromagnetic interference
(EMI) emissions and greatly reduce voltage stress of the main
switches. Some induction heating applications will require
the use of a step-down rectifier when the use of a parallel
resonant load means a current-fed inverter and where the power
is controlled by changing the voltage to the filter inductor
(current source). In this case, if we use a buck rectifier we could
achieve current-source behavior, if a current loop is added
to the rectifier, and power-factor correction is also provided.
Other alternative solutions have been presented in [7] and [8]
for telecom applications.

II. SPACE-VECTOR MODULATION (SVM) APPLIED TO

THREE-PHASE BUCK RECTIFIERS

SVM theory was first developed for electrical machines but
in the last few years, thanks to the great advances in micropro-
cessor technology, it has also been widely applied to rectifier and
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Fig. 1. Space-vector generation with two base space vectors in a buck rectifier.
The radius of the circumference is equal to I and represents the load current.

Fig. 2. Buck rectifier with ZCT circuit.

inverter control. Two great advantages of SVM are reduced har-
monic content and a higher modulation index than other modu-
lation techniques [9]. Additional benefits are that mean input
current is naturally in phase with input voltage and that ac-
tive displacement factor correction is possible [10]. This kind
of modulation technique assures that the power factor is 1. Al-
though the input current is switched, with the appropriate input
filter it becomes purely sinusoidal. The delay introduced by the
filter can be compensated by SVM and input current will be in
phase with input voltage. The only content of harmonic distor-
tion is at switching frequency, which normally is much higher
than the line frequency (normally around 500 times higher).
Therefore, international harmonic norms will be satisfied. These
advantages are achievable with the use of fast enough micropro-
cessors or digital signal processors (DSPs) which could perform
the complex calculation to obtain the right duty cycle of each
switch.

Its basic idea is that each switch combination (either ON or
OFF) of the whole rectifier represents a vector (current vector in
the case of a buck rectifier and voltage vector in the case of a
boost rectifier) which can be used to generate any desired input
current as seen in Fig. 1. If we assume that the load current of
the rectifier shown in Fig. 2 (please do not take into account the
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ZCT cell) is constant and equal to , then a switching law can
be defined with (1) ( ON, OFF). This means that one
switch of the upper switches must always be ON and one switch
of the lower switches must be ON at the same time. This avoids
a short of the input voltage sources and provides a path to the
load current

(1)

As an example, we show in Fig. 1 how a current vector is
generated with two base space vectors ( and

).
This translates into two duty cycles [ and defined in

(2) and (3)] applied to these two base space vectors. Each of
these space vectors (there are a total of six possible and three
null vectors) means a given switch configuration. In fact, is
generated by the following switch configuration:

and . is generated by
the switch configuration: and

(2)

(3)

(4)

To fill up the whole period, the rest of the time, a null vector
defined in (4) is applied which can be generated with one of the
following switch combinations: ,

, or (the rest of the switches are OFF in each
configuration). This null vector corresponds to the freewheeling
period of the buck rectifier.

III. SOFT SWITCHING IN THREE-PHASE RECTIFIERS

The main difference between buck and boost topologies is the
kind of switches that are used. Buck-type rectifiers need current
unidirectional switches while boost-type rectifiers need current
bidirectional switches. This means that we can use a normal
transistor with its body diode in the case of a boost rectifier, but
for the buck rectifier we need to connect a series diode with the
transistor.

The series connection of diode and transistor is a major
drawback for this topology if we want to apply a voltage
soft-switching technique. As already mentioned in [2], we
will have two parasitic capacitors connected in series, one of
the diode and one of the transistor. Both capacitors vary with
voltage and are of different values. If we want to implement
a zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) scheme we need to connect
large external capacitors to our devices and select their ratio in
a way so as to achieve ZVS in the transistor. Although in [2] a
ZVT scheme is proposed and simulated, all these problems are
mentioned and this topology is discarded because of them.

If we still have to use this topology and want to decrease
its switching stress we will have to find a new soft switching
strategy. As the switch is unidirectional in current it seems more
appropriated to choose a ZCS scheme. This is also a desirable

solution in case that we have to use bipolar transistors like insu-
lated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) or bipolar junction transis-
tors (BJTs) because we will reduce their higher turn-off losses
(current tail).

IV. THREE-PHASE BUCK RECTIFIER WITH ZCT

The circuit we have looked for is a resonant tank which we
would activate during all the transitions and which would carry
all the inductor current (for simplicity, we will assume it to be
a current source) during the resonance. At this point no cur-
rent will be circulating through the corresponding branch which
gives us the option of switching all required switches under zero
current, which means lossless. An additional desirable feature of
the circuit would be to also switch the auxiliary switches under
zero current to overcome one of the most important drawbacks
of ZCT circuits; ZCT circuits normally handle the full switch
current, which means that we will not save any energy if we pro-
vide soft switching to the main switches but have to hard switch
the auxiliary switches [3]. Load independence is also desirable
to provide the main circuit with soft current transitions under all
load conditions.

The circuit proposed which has all the previous mentioned
features is shown in Fig. 2.

Although we need four auxiliary switches ( , , ,
), the driving signal for and is the same. Switches
and are also driven by the same signal. The use of two

switches is necessary to isolate the tank of the rest of the circuit
when it is recharged and on the other hand it is an advantage
to have it because the voltage stress imposed by the resonant
capacitor is shared by both switches, although not equally.

V. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The different states of the circuit can be easily derived from
Fig. 2 (the first 13 states are shown in Fig. 3) taking into account
that the ZCT cell is activated ( ) during each commutation of
the main switches. In between commutation of main switches,
the ZCT cell is activated again ( ) to recharge the resonant
tank. We show the calculated waveforms of the whole switching
cycle in Fig. 4. We will assume that the rectifiers’ switching fre-
quency (30 kHz) is much higher than the line frequency (50 Hz)
and, in our case, the applied control scheme is six-step SVM
where the freewheeling period has been distributed in between
both active states [4]. The working principle is very simple. We
have a half period of resonance during each switching transition
which provides us with a zero-current condition and a second
half period resonance in between transitions to recharge the res-
onant capacitor again to a positive voltage.

Due to the fact that the switches are unidirectional in current
we can find three additional states ( , , and

) which have a variable duration and adjust the voltage
at the resonant capacitor so that we always have the same kind
of transition.

The proposed ZCT circuit is, thus, independent of the output
current. On the other hand it provides zero-current switching
(ZCS) to all transitions of the main switches and six of the eight
transitions of the auxiliary switches during one-half period of
the switching frequency.
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Fig. 3. First 13 states of the circuit.

Fig. 4. Waveforms of the three-phase circuit at !t = �15 when v =

0:97V , v = �0:71V , and v = �0:26V .

The transitions can be adjusted by changing the characteristic
impedance of the resonant tank, assuming that we always have
a fixed ON time ( ) of the auxiliary switches which
activate the resonant tank. In fact, this is the only variable of our
circuit we can change or adjust.

Let us explain all different timing intervals of the circuit to
understand how it works. As the rectifiers’ switching frequency

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of the buck rectifier with ZCT to study the proposed
soft-switching technique.

(30 kHz) is much higher than the phase frequency (50 Hz in
Europe), we can assume that the voltages do not change over a
switching period.

To study the circuit we have simplified the system and have
obtained the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.

This circuit takes into account all the possible states. During
the freewheeling state – , is ON and during the ON state

– , is ON. The auxiliary switches and activate
the resonant tank. We activate to achieve ZCT when we
switch the main switches. When we switch ON we recharge
the resonant capacitor, . represents the output current and

is the voltage which is found in the three phase recti-
fier. In the real circuit will have a 300-Hz ripple which
changes its value between 1.5–1.7 times when it recharges
the tank and between 0.9–1.7 times when it appears in the
resonant mesh and it is providing ZCT to and . This dif-
ference between the model and the real circuit will have little
influence on the behavior of the real circuit compared to the
model. It only affects the capacitor voltage and, therefore, the
peak current of the resonance. The worst case is when we en-
counter a voltage source in the resonant path of the same value
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as the one used to recharge the capacitor, because the capac-
itor must be charged to a much higher voltage than the voltage
source in order to resonate in the “right direction.” Thus, the
model used represents the worst case of the real circuit.

The different states for half a switching period of the main
switches are described. The intervals – and – have
been merged into – in the explanation which takes into
account the real circuit and not the model. The model has only
be used to obtain the different equations of each state.

A. –

Let us assume that we have just activated the auxiliary switch
and is OFF. The resonance begins and current builds up

through the tank until it reaches . is ON and is OFF.
The equations of current through the resonant inductor and

voltage at the resonant capacitor are

(5)

(6)

where is the voltage at the resonant capacitor at .
The commutation of the main switches ( OFF,

ON) takes place at the midpoint of the interval . This
is very close to but can also happen after . In any case the
current through the main switches is 0.

B. –

The resonance will try to continue, but now without having a
voltage source in its path, the current will, thus, try to increase
but due to the series diode of current will be clamped to
( OFF, ON, ON, and OFF). During
this stage the resonant capacitor is, therefore, discharged with
constant current ( ).

C. –

This will discharge the capacitor down to a voltage where the
resonance will begin again with a current in the appropriated
direction. This will reduce , but the auxiliary switch will
switch off before and this results in a hard-switching condition
for the auxiliary switch. Now, still OFF and ON.
The equations of this very short resonance are

(7)

(8)

where is the voltage at the resonant capacitor and is the
current through the resonant inductor at .

D. –

This is the normal operation interval of the circuit (
OFF, ON, OFF, and OFF).

E. –

We force a resonance in the tank to recharge the resonant ca-
pacitor to the appropriated voltage to achieve ZCT in the fol-

lowing transition. To do this we have to add the line voltage
to our resonant mesh. The main switches are OFF and

ON and the auxiliary switches are OFF and
ON. This interval takes a half period of the resonance

and its equations are

(9)

(10)

where is the voltage at the resonant capacitor at .

F. –

This is, again, a normal operation interval of the circuit (
OFF, ON, OFF, and OFF).

G. –

We again activate the resonant tank ( ON and
OFF) to force to circulate through it. In this case the reso-
nance has a higher peak current due to the fact that the capac-
itor is charged to a high voltage and the resonant path does not
include the line voltage. We reach much faster and due to
the diode in series with , the current is clamped to , thus,
zero-current condition is still achieved. Now, still OFF
and ON. The equations of this, again, short resonant pe-
riod are

(11)

(12)

where is the voltage at the resonant capacitor at .

H. –

is discharged down to the line voltage with constant cur-
rent . At instant before it reaches this voltage the main
switches are commutated under zero current ( OFF and

ON).

I. –

Once we have reached the line voltage, resonance continues
and, now, in the appropriate direction, thus reducing almost
to 0 A. The main switches are OFF and ON. Then,
we switch off the auxiliary switch under almost zero current
(we can consider it zero current). The resonant equations of this
interval are

(13)

(14)

where is the voltage at the resonant capacitor and is the
current through the resonant inductor at .

J. –

We again have a normal operation interval ( OFF,
ON, OFF, and OFF).
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K. –

During this half period of resonance we recharge to a high
voltage by activating . Notice that the auxiliary switches are
also switched under zero current. The main switches are
OFF and ON. This interval takes a half period of the
resonance and its equations are

(15)

(16)

where is the voltage at the resonant capacitor at .

L. –

This is the last normal operation interval of the first half pe-
riod of the switching frequency. The main switches are still

OFF and ON.
The study of the model which has the same different states as

the real circuit shows that thanks to the diodes the current will be
clamped to if the resonant current is larger than . The result
is that the circuit will be load independent and will achieve ZCT
in almost all transitions. Only in the transition which happens
during are we hard switching the auxiliary devices
(see Fig. 4).

To obtain useful design equations of the previous expressions
it is necessary to calculate the resonant capacitor’s maximum
voltage. This is the most restrictive design consideration. To cal-
culate this voltage we have to know the initial voltage and cur-
rent conditions at the beginning of each interval. If this is done,
taking into account that during some periods of time the capac-
itor is discharged at constant current, we obtain

(17)

This expression is obtained by knowing that the maximum
voltage is sustained by the capacitor during - - (see Fig. 4)
and is, thus, the voltage . If we look at the expression for

at - - we see that

(18)

We can assume as a good approximation, taking into account
that the resonance is very short and hard switching takes place
at , that is

(19)

and as is

(20)

so (17) is obtained.
All these expressions do not take losses into account. Losses

play an important role and lower the voltage values and current
values but are very difficult to evaluate because they depend
mainly on parasitic elements of the circuit.

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the expression of V (bold line) and
its approximation, where cos (V =I Z ) = 1 (dashed line). V =
540 V, I = 20 A.

VI. DESIGN PROCEDURE

The design procedure is straightforward. First, we have to fix
the maximum voltage we want to have on the resonant capac-
itor, which is the main restriction of the circuit. Then, we need
to know the duration of the resonant period which depends on
how many ZCTs we want to have. We are not losing duty cycle
with this technique because keeps on flowing and the output
voltage is still applied to the output inductor independently of
the ZCT circuit. The only limitation is that we have to recharge
the capacitor after each resonance which means that we need a
time gap between each ZCT. If two transitions are too close to-
gether (very small duty cycles and ), we will not be able to
apply ZCT to both. These considerations help us to fix the reso-
nant frequency. As the ZCT circuit is load independent, we only
have to fix the characteristic impedance of the resonant tank for
the full load of the system.

The equation of maximum voltage at the resonant capacitor
does not have an algebraic solution and we will have to make an
approximation or solve it numerically. A possible approxima-
tion is to suppose that . The graphical
representation of both equations is shown in Fig. 6. The dashed
line is the approximation and the bold line is the equation in-
cluding the cosinus. We can see that the error is small.

For the design we will use the approximation, which results
in a higher capacitor voltage. In this case, we can solve for

(21)

(22)

With these two equations, fixing and and
knowing and , we can already determine and

. is the line voltage and is the maximum current
which has to circulate through our main switches.

On the other hand, it has to be noted that if we consider losses
in our circuit, which happens in real circuits, maximum voltage
at the capacitor is lower at steady state. Fig. 5 shows the ideal
circuit model without losses. From this point of view, losses will
help us to maintain a reasonable capacitor voltage and, thus, an
acceptable voltage stress at our auxiliary switches.
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Fig. 7. Plots from top to bottom are 1: current through switches S (�I(R1)), S (�I(R2)), and S (�I(R3)); 2: drive signals of the mains switches; 3:
drive signals of the auxiliary switches; 4: voltage of the resonant capacitor; 5: current through the resonant tank.

Fig. 8. Circuit diagram. Component list: diodes: HFA32PA120C; main switches: MG50Q2YS40; auxiliary switches: IRGPH50KD2; TX: common-mode filter;
L: coupled filter inductor L = 940 �H; output capacitor: C = 5 mF; input filter: C = 2 �F; L = 750 �H; R = 25 
.

Simulation of the circuit demonstrates its operation principle
and validates the model and its timing analysis. In Fig. 7, we
can see the simulation results of the three phase circuit, where
the resonant period has been greatly enlarged compared to the
switching period to enhance the ZCTs. The high-frequency
ringing in the current waveforms of Fig. 7, plot 5, shows us
when a hard switching occurs. We observe that there are only
two really hard-switching instants for the auxiliary switches.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A 1-kW experimental prototype has been built. It is a
three-phase space-vector-controlled rectifier which has the
ZCT scheme added as shown in Fig. 2. The unit has been tested
under its worst case which happens during maximum output
current. Its specifications are as follows:

V

V

kHz

A

Fig. 8 shows the schematic diagram.
The circuit is controlled by an analog/digital control which

uses a DSP to distribute the space-vector-modulated duty cy-
cles with a six-step pattern as in [4] and the feedback is done

with classical operational amplifiers which give us the option
to include a current loop (“conductance control” [5]) which has
been successfully implemented.

The ZCT cell switches’ driving signals are generated from
additional auxiliary signals generated by the DSP to drive the
main switches and these signals will trigger a few monostable
circuits to generate the drive signals for the ZCT cell.

To design the ZCT circuit we have used the approximated
equation (21) obtained earlier in the paper. With the specifica-
tions and fixing s and V we obtain

(23)

and taking into account the losses we choose a little bit larger.
In fact, as is the only variable that we can change, once we
have fixed the resonant period, we will have to adjust it exper-
imentally if the resonant maximum current does not reach the
full-load current. This would mean that we would not reach zero
current under full load and lose the zero-current condition at a
lower load. The circuit adjusts itself to the load current and will
present lower resonant currents at lower load levels [see that the
maximum resonant capacitor voltage depends on the load cur-
rent, (17)].

We choose
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Fig. 9. Waveforms of the resonant tank of the ZCT cell. Ch1: 0:04 � V (5 V/div); Ch2: I (5 A/div); Ch4: V (250 V/div). V = 380V ;
V = 50 V.

Fig. 10. Efficiency of the buck-type rectifier with and without ZCT circuit for nominal input phase voltage. The losses of the ZCT circuit are not considered.

and

nF (24)

We have chosen to put two capacitors in parallel ( nF
nF) to increase its current capabilities

nF

and is

H (25)

The ZCT circuit has been built with high-voltage IGBTs
which are switched at very high frequency ( s

kHz). The use of MOS devices would be more adequate to
be able to switch easily at this high frequency (500 kHz).

We show the resonant tank waveforms where we have delayed
the charging half period from the discharging half period to im-
prove efficiency of the whole tank. It can be clearly seen that
the current waveforms are not clamped at 0 A once the switch
is OFF due to reverse recovery of the diodes. The voltage wave-
forms are also very similar to the simulated one, although of
lower value due to losses. It has to be taken into account that the
resonance frequency chosen was off 500 kHz and the simulation

had a resonant frequency of 10 kHz. This had the drawback in
the simulation that the ZCT cell only was useful in a few tran-
sitions of the main switches, because as soon as the duty cycle
became small no recharging time was available and the opera-
tion of the ZCT was inhibited.

It was very difficult to acquire the right waveforms due to
triggering problems. Triggering with the line voltage was tried,
but at this time scale no stability of the signal was achieved.

Under no-load conditions was charged at a lower voltage
as expected and once the ZCT cell was activated the charge of

remained positive. However, under full load was charged
at a much higher voltage and when the ZCT cell was activated

reached 0 V (Fig. 9).
The efficiency of the rectifier itself has been increased more

than two points as shown in Fig. 10 although it is still kept below
75%. There are several reasons for this low efficiency. First of
all, the buck rectifier topology itself has very large conduction
losses because the current always flows through two switches
and two diodes in series. With our selected components this was
a loss of 20% of power (2.5-V voltage loss in diode and 2.5-V
voltage loss in IGBT with 20 A at 1-kW output power). If in-
ductor losses, input filter losses, current sense resistor losses,
and other losses are added we will easily reach 73% efficiency.
All switches were also provided with an RC snubber to avoid
excessive heating of the semiconductor devices. This also low-
ered the efficiency, especially that of the auxiliary switches of
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Fig. 11. Noise figures of the rectifier with and without ZCT circuit measured at V . Ch1: 0:04 �V (5 V/div); Ch4: V (250 V/div). V = 380V ;
V = 50 V; I = 20 A; L = 8:5 �H; C = 12:2 nF.

Fig. 12. Transitions with and without ZCT circuit. Ch1: 0:04�V (5 V/div); Ch2: I (5 A/div); Ch4: V (250 V/div). V = 380V ; V = 50 V;
I = 20 A; L = 8:5 �H; C = 12:2 nF.

the ZCT cell which worked at 500 kHz. To improve this effi-
ciency we suggest several solutions. A diode can be placed as
a freewheeling diode and during the dead time the current will
not flow anymore through a leg of the rectifier. The component
selection could be improved with state-of-the art components to
reduce conduction and switching losses. The current sense re-
sistor could be replaced by a Hall-effect sensor. Note, also, that
a design with a larger output voltage would have lower output
current and, therefore, fewer losses.

On the other hand its voltage stress is greatly reduced as
shown in Fig. 11.

Although the circuit is load independent, the high-voltage
diodes used (IR HFA32PA120C, ns) still present a
small reverse-recovery current (3 A) under the slow pro-
vided by the resonance as predicted by the manufacturer. This
means that the diodes do not clamp the current through the main
switches to 0 A and we will switch our main switches at our re-
verse-recovery current (about 3 A) for loads smaller than the
full load, as shown in Fig. 12.

The main benefit obtained from the circuit is the noise
reduction and, therefore, the voltage stress reduction in the
main switches (Fig. 11). This confirms that the switching is
done under zero current during almost all transitions and this,
of course, reduces the losses of the main switches which is

confirmed by the increase of efficiency (Fig. 10). The spikes
we see in Fig. 11(b) show that ZCT commutation is lost when
small duty cycles appear and no recharging time is available.
Then, the DSP inhibits the ZCT.

Fig. 12(b) shows how a large reverse-recovery current occurs
when the ZCT circuit is not applied. This also results in a large
voltage spike (about 500 V).

For optimal operation the time between the soft-switching
half period and the recharging half period (as was done in the
simulation) has been increased. This reduced the losses in .

VIII. CONCLUSION

A new ZCT circuit has been analyzed and designed which
provides soft switching not only to the main switches for all its
transitions but also to the auxiliary switches during at least six
transitions of eight during one half period of the main switching
frequency. One of these two transitions which is not done under
zero current is done under almost zero current and the other
one is done under a smaller current than full current. The op-
eration and design of the ZCT circuit is very simple. Approxi-
mate mathematical formulas of the circuit show that the capac-
itor voltage is very high and depends on , , and the line
voltage, although the real circuit shows that voltage stress in the
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resonant capacitor is reduced due to resistive losses in the reso-
nant circuit. This fact reduces the voltage stress in the auxiliary
switches. The circuit operation is also load independent.

The circuit provides us with soft switching for three-phase
buck-type rectifiers. Voltage stress and, therefore, EMI is greatly
reduced in the main switches as demonstrated experimentally.
Efficiency in the rectifier is greatly improved although overall
efficiency is not as high as expected due to the switching losses
in the IGBT of the ZCT circuit. A MOSFET should be used
instead.
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